Supplementary Figures
Supplementary Figure 1 ) by licking the request port (center). Upon trial request, a visual stimulus is presented on the screen and the system waits for animal response (response phase; Resp.) The system then reinforces subject response in the reinforcement phase (Reinf.) by either providing water rewards (~10 ul) for correct responses or timeouts (5 -20 s) for incorrect responses during which subjects cannot do any further trials. After the reinforcement phase, the system automatically returns to the request phase for the next trial. (B) Moving average of performance (black) of an example mouse through multiple steps (colored trial blocks) during the course of the experiment. Mice initially perform a go-towards-luminance task (blue). After reaching threshold performance, they are trained on a gotowards-orientation task (blue-green). After reaching threshold performance on this task, mice move into a series of modifications of the go-towards-orientation task where we varied various features of the stimulus(varied contrast, green; varied spatial frequency, orange; varied orientation, yellow) one at a time keeping all the others constant. Figure 2 : Mice went through a series of steps to measure integration times. (A) Schematic of trial structure performed by the subject. Subjects request trials during the Request phase (Req.) by licking the request port (center). Upon trial request, a visual stimulus is presented on the screen for a short duration before reverting to a grey screen and wait for subject response (response phase; Resp.) The system then reinforces subject response in the reinforcement phase (Reinf.) by either providing water rewards (~10 ul) for correct responses or timeouts (5 -20 s) for incorrect responses during which subjects cannot do any further trials. After the reinforcement phase, the system automatically returns to the request phase for the next trial. (B) Moving average of performance (black) of an example mouse through multiple steps (colored epochs) during the course of the experiment. Mice initially perform a "go-towards-luminance" task (blue). After reaching threshold performance, they are trained on a "go-towards-orientation" task (blue-green). Subjects were then trained to perform OD on lower contrast trials "Change contrast" (green). In the timed shutoff step (brown) each trial request was followed by at most 1 second of high contrast stimulus following which the screen reverted back to gray screen. Subjects were forced to respond based on this limited information. After performing well on the times shutoff trials, subjects were shifted to trials where we varied the duration of the stimulus widely for durations between 120 ms -2000 ms in the "long-duration" trials and between 16 ms -250 ms in the "short-duration" trials. We manually moved the subject to an earlier task (at ~22000 trials) to improve motivation. The subject was shifted back to the timed-shutoff trials after ~1000 trials. Figure 1b (yellow trial block) †: All Orientation discrimination stimuli had randomized orientation presented on every trial. The direction of drift was also randomized ‡: These steps contained completely ambiguous trials (0 contrast in step 5 and 0 in step 7). The correct response port was decided based on the nominal orientation of the stimuli (tilted right with 0 contrast or 0 gets rewarded in the right port). Low duration trials † Perform OD with varied durations Same as Step 6 but maximum duration varies between 16 and 500 ms.
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